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Abstract

Contemporary technology innovation is increasingly based on convergence and the multiple uses of products. This change is detailed in the literature about new product development, as well as that on systems integration. This article focuses on the factors that determine the justification for using advanced technology products in which the perceived value of the product is not based on its functionality, as much as on its hedonistic or social value as an “all-in-one” product. In this study, consumer behaviors toward the Apple iPad are analyzed using netnographic evidence taken from internet postings by the consumers themselves. Since Apple initially marketed the iPad as a revolutionary product, with integrated services and features, our analysis concentrates on how consumers perceived these new, innovative features, in an effort to justify their purchase of the product. Our findings indicate that consumers’ justifications are based not only on the iPad’s functionality, but also its hedonic traits, and its similarity to the previously released innovative product, the iPhone.
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Introduction

Much existing literature deals with the processes of consumer decisions and preferences. Such research includes analyses of the behavior of advanced technology consumers, investigations of systems integration, and examinations of the convergence of services in technology devices (Kim & Sunder, 2014; Lee & Hill, 2013; Han et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2005; Vrdoljak et al., 2000). This innovation market attracts experts in the development of “all-in-one” products (Nunes et al., 2000; Lee et al. 2013; Terlutter, R., & Moick, 2013), who strive to generate a diversity of product attributes in order to help consumers justify the purchase of new technology products (Dahl & Hoeffler, 2004; Okada, 2005; Chiu et al., 2014).

Development in these streams of literature has been aided by the constant changes in mobile and tablet technology. These “bundled,” or multiple, products, like Apple’s iPad, are highly valued by consumers. While satisfying consumers’ hedonic needs, the multi-purpose functionality of these types of technology products allows users to justify their purchase based on utilitarian motives (Arruda-Filho, 2012; Arruda-Filho & Lennon, 2011; Khan & Dhar, 2010; Kim et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 1999; Vrdoljak et al., 2000). While possessing both utilitarian and hedonic features, most of these products are usually defined by their utilitarian value for work or study (Slama & Singley, 1996; Leftheriotis & Giannakos, 2014). So what differences make some devices more successful than others, as in the case of the iPad, which, when launched, saw a large number of users clamoring to have it before anyone else?

A product is defined as “utilitarian” in this study following the definitions developed by Ahtola (1985) and Slama and Singley (1996), in which a product is utilitarian if its purpose is to aid in the performance of work or study, or it possesses functions that are indispensable for the market development of an enterprise or an individual person. We further extend the definition of “utilitarian” when the products become a marker of social status for the consumer (Arruda Filho et al., 2008, 2010), despite the product’s potential hedonic consumption characteristics. Katz and Sugiyama (2006) assert that consumers use their devices as part of their body, and thus demonstrate a need to publicize themselves as a special segment that is more up to date compared to the general population.

The concepts of “hedonic” and “hedonism” as used in this article refer to products that are related to desire, and are intended for the diversion, pleasure, and satisfaction of consumers. These products are important with regard to their personal, social, and identity positioning (Chaudhuri & Fitzgerald, 2010; Chitturi et al., 2007; Park, 2006). But when consumers are focusing on gifts to others for receivers satisfaction or pleasure, sharing their diversion in some ways becomes a matter of social status, which is defined as social value related to the usage of the product (Mittal, 2006).

Studies on consumer use and behavior show that technology users are more apt to purchase hedonic products, which offer them pleasure, rather than strictly utilitarian products (Dastan and Gecti, 2014; Arruda-Filho & Lennon, 2011; Gill, 2008; Khan & Dhar, 2010; Park, 2006). However, consumers feel more secure about their product selection if there are also utilitarian features involved, because it is easier for them to justify the expense of the new acquisition and thereby avoid feelings of guilt (Choi et al., 2014; Arruda Filho et al., 2008; Okada, 2005).

Based on this hedonic/social, rather than utilitarian consumption, this article studies consumer perceptions of the Apple iPad’s necessity, and how important it has become. The study seeks to verify whether product preferences are related to basic questions (necessity), or to those pertaining to desire (pleasure, satisfaction), and whether purchase justification is based on utility or preference (Okada, 2005). Consumers primarily take into account factors such as ease of use (Hoch & Deighton, 1989), social design (Katz & Sugiyama, 2006), knowledge of the product category (Coupey, Irwin, & Payne, 1998; Hoeffler, 2003), and purchase justification of the products they use (Okada, 2005; Park, 2006; Choi et al., 2014).

Apple’s iPad, launched in 2010, is one of the most innovative and advanced technology products ever released (Hernandez & GuoHua, 2011; McNaughton & Light, 2013). Critical to its successful design is its stunningly clear 9.7-inch screen and relative affordability, as the first iPad models were priced between US $499 and US $829 (Auletta, 2010). The product is a multi-platform device with a highly integrated range of services: it allows the user to search the internet, play games, and watch films (Ostashewski & Reid, 2010). The Apple iPad was selected for this study because of its high level of integration, diversity of uses, and innovation in the market, besides the fact that it was the first tablet with multifunctionality integrating the internet, games, e-reader capabilities, maps, and so on. This product readily facilitates studies of the behavior of the contemporary technology consumer, as well as of the importance of innovation, social status, and market differentiation in consumers’ product choices according the convergence provided.

Following the precepts of qualitative research, where initial inquiries are exploratory in nature (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009), in order to allow the research questions to be grounded and to emerge from the initially available data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Stake, 1995; Strauss & Corbin,
1998), the researchers conducted an initial review of Apple iPad customers posting on the www.everythingicafe.com website. The reason for using one specific website instead of different sources was because everythingicafe.com is a large website specifically dedicated to discussion of Apple’s equipment, so that the quality and depth of content in each discussion is very impressive. Consumers use this website to obtain information about their purchase, seek advice, express doubts, and so on; the number of participants and discussions is huge, and thus provides an opportunity to obtain the best context for analyzing the researchers’ argument (Kozinets, 2010).

From this review, three main research questions emerged:
1. What justifies purchase of the iPad?
2. Which categories of consumers are responsible for the iPad’s success?
3. How does the existence of earlier products influence justifications?

The remainder of this study is divided into the following sections. First, the Theoretical Framework: Consumption and Innovation section describes the framework created, citing relevant literature. Key themes are explained, including differences between bundled and single-use products, hedonic and utilitarian values, fashion, and brand loyalties. In the Methodology section, the use of netnography is described as applied to the iPad discussion groups and the selection of www.everythingicafe.com. The Results section summarizes the data collected and identifies major themes, illustrating these through extended quotes from the transcripts. This analysis is then used to answer the research questions. Finally, in Discussion and Conclusions, the impact of these findings for practitioners and future research is described.

Theoretical Framework: Consumption and Innovation

Integrated versus Single-Purpose Products

Recent research indicates a growing correlation between innovation and integrated technology products, as opposed to single-purpose products (Lee et al., 2013; Gill, 2008; Han et al., 2009). With a greater range of opportunities, consumers are confronted with difficult choices that imply three options: opting for single-purpose products, selecting convergent products, or even choosing both. This fight for space in the market is related to the performance of the products, where multi-purpose products offer greater benefits compared to their single-purpose competitors (Gill, 2008).

Integrated products, such as tablets, which offer features as diverse as e-reader capabilities, internet browsing, video recording, a music player, and still photography, are popular with consumers because they offer greater benefits compared to simple, single-use products such as dedicated e-readers (Auletta, 2010; Burrell, 2010). This comparison is defined by the impact of the integrated product on consumer choices. The greater number of functions in a single device arouses consumer interest because it promises greater uses due to its wide range of attributes (Harris & Blair, 2006; Nunes et al., 2000).

This preference for integrated products is also related to their portability – a possibility that has led to important developments in the telecommunications market, and is reflected in mobile communication devices that allow for greater mobility through a reduction of the number of devices that need to be carried by any one user (Han et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2005). Apart from mobility and multiple uses (this latter resulting in a higher perception of benefits), these integrated products are more attractive to consumers as they appear to imply less risk (Sarin et al., 2003), since users believe that they will gain more use out of a new technology product that has a wider range of functions. Thus, the risk that they will not get their money’s worth out of the new product is diminished. Additional studies have empirically demonstrated that a device that is integrated, and provides a range of services, has a greater market presence compared to single-purpose products (Hobday et al., 2005; Pathak, 2005).

Other studies have shown that this perception of decreased risk (and with it a decreased propensity for the manifestation of buyer’s remorse) is reduced when users possess little knowledge of the product category (Harris & Blair, 2006). With more complex, multiple-use products, consumers cannot accurately gauge the efficacy of the multifunctionality of these all-in-one products (Terlutter and Moick, 2013; Arruda-Filho et al., 2010; Arruda-Filho & Lennon, 2011; Knotts et al., 2009). Therefore, consumers seek the greatest amount of information about the product at the moment of purchase so as to feel satisfied about their choice. What is important is identifying product attributes that justify purchase, even if these attributes are not ultimately used by the consumer (Arruda-Filho & Lennon, 2011; Han et al., 2009).

Hedonic versus Utilitarian Products

Contemporary technology products are increasingly focused on the integration of features, be these utilitarian (e.g., calculators, calendars/day planners, GPS maps, etc.), hedonic (e.g., still cameras, video recorders, MP3 players, etc.), or social (e.g., characteristics providing consumers with status as a Prada mobile). Given this, in this study we analyze the way in which these integrated attributes involve functional or hedonic uses, and how these attributes provoke a mix of positive and negative emotions for the consumer.
These emotions may include feelings of anxiousness, guilt, sadness, happiness, disappointment, confidence, and/or security; thus, in this study we are interested in how these emotions affect consumers' perceptions and product choices (Chitturi et al., 2007).

Okada (2005) demonstrates that people naturally seek enjoyment and, because of this desire for fun, search for satisfactory relationships with products and services in order to live up their daily routines. However, the process of product choice is generally defined by the effort to acquire the best product at the cheapest price, taking into account the consumer's bargaining power. When a product possesses diverse attributes, the augmentation of hedonic integrations to a utilitarian base (e.g., a cell phone added to a camera) allows for a greater perception of product value. On the other hand, the same cannot be said of a utilitarian integration to a hedonic base, as this does not add to the primary consumer value of the hedonic product (Gill, 2008).

In products of opposing characteristics, such as those that are more oriented toward leisure activities (hedonic) and those that are more focused on functionality (utilitarian), there is a strong preference for hedonic products when these are presented individually. However, when the consumer is confronted with a hedonic versus a utilitarian product, there is a need to justify their decision (Okada, 2005). Because the lack of a utilitarian function in the product may cause a sense of guilt in the consumer (Spaid & Flint, 2014; Okada, 2005; Park, 2006; Van der Heijden, 2004), in order to avoid this emotion consumers try to justify their hedonic choices by citing utilitarian reasons for purchase (Arruda-Filho et al., 2010).

Fashion and the Social Aspect of Use

Technology products are often used as a way of showing a consumer's lifestyle, identity, and world-view, as affirmed by Katz and Sugiyama’s (2006) study of mobile phone consumers in Japan and the United States. Products are used as symbolic expressions of identity (Eisenman, 2013; Stein et al., 2013), and, in the case of mobile phones, can become almost a physical extension of the consumer’s being (Lennon, 2010, 2011a, 2011b). Thus, fashion and technology interact, allowing the consumer to use electronic devices in a personal manner, and incorporating these as part of a personal aesthetic. These consumers are able to create a strong sense of personal and social identity through the use of technology (Kozinets, 2010).

Of course, given the constant change in fashion and the necessity of launching new electronic products with higher levels of design sophistication, the functionality of these products becomes less valued over time. What generates value is the image of the product, with consumption reflecting personal and social values, thereby allowing consumers to express their cultural identities through the possession of material goods (Belk & Tumbat, 2005; Belk, Wallendorf & Sherry, 1989; Chitturi et al., 2007).

If possessing a technologically advanced and visually attractive electronic device is a way for consumers to express their identities, then it is also important that they remain current as updates become available to newer, more sophisticated products, which can also potentially be possessed by their fellow consumers. This status and peer pressure are important factors in the moment of consumer choice (Goldsmith, Clark, & Goldsmith, 2006; Andorfer & Liebe, 2013).

People do not buy mobile technology merely for its functional qualities, or for the way in which it helps them perform daily tasks or improve communication. Rather, they also adopt new technologies even if there have been only minor updates, so long as these changes are significant enough to alter the concept of the device as a tool, or if the change incorporates a new use or unique feature (Katz & Sugiyama, 2006). Thus, the continuous search for new devices, which entails an evaluation of the newest innovations on the technology market, is a constant factor in technology consumption, where fashion is a motive for the adoption of new technologies. In this sense, the symbolic aspect of fashion is due to the fact that users show and understand their identities through the use of the products they possess (Belk, 1988; Meng, 2005).

Communities Who Show Brand Loyalty

Brand loyalty is characterized by a group of people who share an interest in the brands they buy (Muñiz & O’Guinn, 2001). These groups are not linked by geographic proximity, but rather are structured as a group of admirers of a particular brand. The loyal consumer intensely identifies with the values of the brand, and becomes a stout defender of the company's ideology. Often, they act in a missionary capacity, attempting to convert others to the brand (Pimentel & Reynolds, 2004). The object of their efforts is often to tempt others to form part of a social group, in which the members identify themselves through the same shared interests and relate effectively to their fellow consumers (Belk & Tumbat, 2005).

These elements of brand loyalty become more important than the value of the good consumed, or even than the perception of utilitarian and commercial value (McCracken, 1986), so that they eventually reach the level of extreme fidelity, and even become capable of transcending self-interest (Belk, Wallendorf, & Sherry, 1989). In cer-
tained cases, this loyalty can survive even if the company has grave faults, suffers bad publicity, experiences administrative problems, or has elevated prices (Pimentel & Reynolds, 2004; Alonso-Almeida et al., 2014).

Belk and Tumbat (2005) show that consumer loyalty has a similarity to religious devotion. The authors analyzed a group of Apple Macintosh consumers and identified various myths regarding the company: the myth of creation, the messianic myth, the satanic myth, and the myth of resurrection, all of which are present in various cultures. The authors also observed how the leader of Apple, the late Steve Jobs, employed a type of charismatic leadership similar to that of leaders of religious cults. Given this, it is important to evaluate the consumption of a particular product, and the point at which loyal consumers prejudice, or foster the acceptance of, new products on the market, thereby creating a positive image of the product, or forming new, loyal, groups for the adored device.

Methodology

The object of this study is Apple’s “tablet” device, the iPad. This choice was based on market preference, since, during the period of its launch, the product was positioned as the brand identifier in terms of choice of purchase and use. Another important factor is related to the fact that, during the period of pre-launch and sale, this product was highly sought-after because of its highly valued position as an advanced technology product, which differentiated it from other offerings on the market and defined it as a truly new consumer product (Hoeffler, 2003).

During the launch period, the iPad was positioned as an innovative product (Bass, 1969; Rogers, 2003), and consumers underwent a process of acquainting themselves with this new technology (Auletta, 2010; Ostashewski & Reid, 2010), which brought with it many loyal Apple customers and consumers of other, similar products that were not able to compete with the iPad.

The research methodology for this study is netnography – a coin termed by Kozinets (1997) in his ground-breaking research on the consumption patterns of a unique American subculture: ardent science fiction fans of the hit television show The X-Files. After an ill-fated attempt to conduct a traditional ethnographic study using graduate students to interview fans attending the annual science fiction and comic book conference “Comicon” (at which many of the would-be subjects were dressed as their favorite comic book and television heroes), Kozinets developed a unique and novel approach of indirectly learning about the subculture through the examination of this group’s online discussions. Thus, “netnography” (later shortened to “netnography”) was born. By taking information from web blogs and discussion forums on a predetermined cultural or social theme, consumer behavior can successfully be analyzed (Kozinets, 2002, 2010). The participants in the blogs or forums studied are either experienced contributors or simple participants in search of information. The blogs/forums selected must be of high credibility, in order to legitimize the comments of the participating consumers.

The most important aspect of the use of netnography is related to the fact that the internet is an open space in which people are able to express satisfaction or dissatisfaction with purchases made, and the use of these purchases. In this analysis of acceptance, consumer decision is evaluated, which is associated with the social and hedonic factors that influence this preference. In addition, it is important to identify and interpret the level of discussion collected on the chosen blogs/forums (Kozinets, 2010).

Data for the study was extracted from the website www.everythingicafe.com, an extremely popular Apple users’ website. This choice was justified by the company’s non-interference with regard to the comments of users, whether these comments are positive or negative. As Apple has a system that allows it to receive feedback from consumers in order to correct errors and identify market successes, this site serves as a base from which to collect information on both satisfied and unsatisfied customers. Apple employees use customer feedback to optimize services and the functioning of its products on the market (information provided by the website). The site contains an average of 20,000 discussions on various Apple product offerings. This therefore gives researchers the opportunity to choose the best group discussions that entail a large number of participants helping, explaining, debating, agreeing, and not agreeing with others, and which demonstrate sufficient richness of contributions to analyze the context being researched (Kozinets, 2010; Cromie & Ewing, 2008; Yim, Tse, & Chan, 2008; Braunsberger and Buckler, 2009).

The material for this research study consists of 23 pages of text in Microsoft Word format, drawn from postings to the everythingicafe.com website. These postings were used for interpretation, and arranged in such a manner that the top two-thirds of the page consisted of the actual postings, with the bottom third allowing room for analysis and coding of the entries. Details about this primary data are presented in Table 1.
The coding developed is the same as that used for any model of qualitative ethnographic study that does not use automatically generated coding software. Initially, the researcher read through all of the information collected, highlighted relevant passages, and developed keywords that succinctly summarized the sentiments expressed in the postings. The researcher then translated his understanding of the consumers’ descriptions into phrases or words that identified the type of consumption or the value associated with the textual descriptions. After this first level of coding was completed, an additional researcher carried out a second coding. From this, categories were created to describe similar results. The type of threads used, and the number of individual and total posters, can be seen in Table 2.

In Table 2, the single posters are the number of participants in the discussion, which is 102, as opposed to the total number of contributions, equaling 144. This difference in numbers is due to the fact that individual participants can post comments more than once in the same discussion. Based on the data collected, headlines were created in relation to the specific groups of consumers for this type of technology. The authors also revised the data individually (to understand individual author perception) and when it is finished, together (composing authors’ interpretation) by coding and evaluating the content, so that they could then integrate and interpret the categories of consumer that best represent the users of these innovative products.

After the data analysis, the headlines were constructed as keywords relating to the content of each categorization, which allowed for the creation of a description regarding how future consumers and product users behave, and their expectations of innovative and ground-breaking new technologies.

The excerpts taken from the posters were each presented under a headline, including the page and line number of the material taken from the 23 pages. Starting from the literature on consumer behavior, a comparison was made with the interpretative analysis, using as a reference the observations of the researchers and the data from the existing literature.

### Table 1. Primary Data of the Survey Carried Out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Site</th>
<th>EverythingiCafe (Apple’s Product Forum)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td><a href="http://www.everythingicafe.com/">http://www.everythingicafe.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-collection period</td>
<td>March 12 to September 18, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data checked</td>
<td>Threads relating to the launch of the iPad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Division of Threads for Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name of Thread</th>
<th>Title of Discussion</th>
<th>Number of single posters</th>
<th>Total posters</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eagerness pre-launch</td>
<td>Official: I just pre-ordered an iPad</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Surprise with the device</td>
<td>I’m so freakin excited about the iPad</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Justification of the iPad</td>
<td>How will you justify the iPad?</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>8301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Is the iPad a Necessity?

In this group of consumers, the users show a high level of interest in the uniqueness of the product, which reflects the previously untried attributes of the new product. These posts clearly show problems related to social anxiety (Reid & Reid, 2007) as consumers exhibit a desire for the new device, but also a necessity for justification (Okada, 2005; Palaizon & Delgado-Ballester, 2013) to purchase the equipment.

"I doubt many of us, if any, truly NEED an iPad. I will agree though if it fills your needs and will not put you in a financial hardship, then why not get it." P.18, L 25–26.

"But the iPad that has multiple uses, runs all my apps, and surfs the net is much more than an e-reader. But at this point, already having a netbook, I'm having a hard time justifying getting an iPad, though I am definitely interested." P.10, L 14–17.

"If i get one there are only 2 reasons = ibooks, which i was about to get a kindle for until this started to get rumored, and web surfing, which seems like it would be a lot of fun on a big apple touch screen." P.7, L 50–53.

"However, I am not one to talk since I also have a laptop and an iPhone and don't really need the iPad but plan on buying one." P.18, L 6–9.

Some users, whether through a need to justify their purchase or through self-delusion, imagined that all of the product’s attributes would be important for all their requirements, which agrees with earlier research (Gill, 2008). Diversion and status form part of this perceived necessity to purchase the iPad, which illustrates that hedonic and social value are intrinsic aspects of the product. Thus, consumers reveal some confusion about whether the purchase of the product is truly necessary (Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005).

Desperate to be the Latest User

Many consumers expressed a desperate desire to obtain and use the product. This desire often bordered on the unreasonable, with many customers complaining about having to wait a few days for product delivery, and even discussing the exact time of the product’s arrival. This presents a specific kind of user that searches for social positioning through obtaining an innovative product before others.

“I have no problem selling my wifi iPad in a month and getting a 3g. I’m going to wait until I see what’s up with the HP Slate. I just had to have an iPad the moment they came out. It’s a disease.” P.14, L 23–27.

“I have both shipping and store reservation, I will cancel one of the two when I decide what to do, at least this way I’m covered!” P.6, L 28–30.

During the pre-launch period, consumers were extremely anxious, almost like children waiting for Christmas. They were careful to arrange the most rapid delivery, with some reserving two or three types of delivery in order to have the product before other people. Some consumers even bought product paraphernalia before having the product itself, perhaps to reduce their impatience to have the product. Similar behavior has been seen in earlier research related to mobile phones and texting (Reid & Reid, 2007).

However, overall, the most important point is that consumers showed themselves to be absolutely frantic while waiting for the iPad. For these future users, obtaining the product before others was more important than using it. The possession of this idealized product, as an extension of the self (Mittal, 2006), represents a way in which the consumers could achieve self-actualization; consumption thus becomes a means of communication through which identities are constructed (Belk, 1988).

Prior Experience with the iPhone

Many users imagined that the iPad would be a type of elaboration on the iPhone. The intention to buy therefore arose for these users as a result of previous experience (Coupey, Irwin, & Payne, 1998; Hoch, 2002; Arruda-Filho et al., 2010) with the iPhone. This prior experience generated a more favorable disposition to the new product on the market. These consumers could more easily imagine how they would use the features of the new product (Hoeffler, 2003; Klein & Jakopin, 2014).

“think of all the great iPhone apps, then think of what some of the developers can do with a faster processor and bigger screen...I’m excited.” P.9, L 7–9.
“I’m so freakin excited about the iPad. I can’t wait till the 3rd. I don’t know why. Some of it’s just I’m get new electronics!” I’m not a Mac user. But I do love the iPhone. I am planning on weighing the ipad against the HP slate. Some of it’s I don’t think anyone else I know is getting one, so I get to show off.” P.13, L 31–36.

The previous experience with the iPhone helped to justify the purchase of the iPad in another unexpected manner. Because of the iPhone’s simple-to-use, haptic, and intuitive interface, consumers correctly speculated that the iPad interface would be similar, and thus just as easy to use. As earlier research by Mukherjee and Hoyer (2001) shows, the easier a novel product is to use, the more widely it will be adopted.

Customers loyal to the brand were defenders of the product, as they had already had experience of a similar product from Apple. Since they were fans of the iPhone, they were willing to become fans of the iPad, thereby demonstrating that the “Cult of the Macintosh,” as first identified by Belk and Tumbat (2005), is alive and well.

Device Usage Justification

The buyers of the iPad justified their purchase with the argument that the product is an intermediary to other technologies. Many users already had a laptop to search the internet, watch films, and listen to music. They justified the purchase of the iPad because it allowed them to use the internet with greater ease, as the platform and mobility of the new device were better than those of a notebook or netbook. The innovation thus met the needs of the target public (Rogers, 2003; Kim et., 2014).

“The iPad will just be so easy to setup and use VS a laptop or netbook.” P.18, L 45–46.

“I have a sneaking suspicion that I’m going to go ahead and by the wi-fi only version when it comes out and then return it at the very end of the return period (and pay the restocking fee) just to have one for a little while before the 3G version comes out. How sad is that?” P.15, L 13–17.

“I am basically going to be using the iPad as an e-reader, but the other functions will keep me using it on a consistent, everyday basis. I have my Macbook Pro with me most of the time and my iPhone with me all the time. However, I can see myself taking my MBP with me less and having my iPad with me more often. The iPhone will be relegated to music, phone and internet use when I don’t have Wi-Fi for my ipad. I will probably turn automatic download off for email on my iPhone and do most of my mobile email and internet use with the iPad.” P.6, L 50–57.

“I dont feel i need to justify getting it, i never really splurge when it comes to tech, i have a old desktop, and a $250 netbook...over the past month i have been saving to get the iPad...it will replace my netbook.” P.20, L 18–21.

Based on these commentaries, it can be understood that future users predict that they will use an integrated device more if it will address more of their requirements (Nunes, 2000). They believe that buying the iPad will mean that they will make less use of other Apple products, such as the Mac-Book Pro or iPhone. It remains to be seen whether this is simply a justification employed by the consumer who aspires to obtain the product and looks for explicative criteria, or whether it is a consequence of a category of use of the new product (Hoeffler, 2003).

Preference for All-in-One Products

Consumers prefer to buy technologies with a high degree of integration (Harris & Blair, 2006). They judge each product by the number of services included (Nowlis et al., 2004). Given the hedonic factors integrated into convergent products, it is clear that the number of consumers is constantly renewed (Danaher et al., 2001). Multifunctional products are more valued by consumers when they are uncertain about the product category (Harris & Blair; 2006). These potential iPad consumers correctly perceived that there were multiple features in this novel device, yet they could not judge either their application or their efficacy (Nunes, 2000).

In this context, consumers evaluate different information in the process of buying the technology, and look for satisfaction in use even though the attributes and features of the product might not ultimately be used. The most important objective is to find the attributes of the product that differentiate it from other products on the market, thus justifying the choice of device (Han et al., 2009).

“I can see how it will be a middle device for me. I had a Kindle 2 and returned it to see about the ipad. Pretty sure I’m going with the 32 gb model. Movies will be a plus, but not a huge consideration for me. I don’t travel a ton, but when I do, movies will be on my iPad. Music will not be on there. Don’t see a need or big use for that as I’ll still have my iPhone with me.” P.7, L. 15–22.
“I will primarily use it for Email and Safari and Pics. I will probably buy a few books for road trips and maybe a few tester apps. My main 2 reasons are awesome web surfing and movies. For my needs it is a laptop replacement, but I know that’s not true for all.” P9, L7–13.

The hedonic and utilitarian attributes integrated into the single product generated different emotions in consumers, which influenced their perceptions and choices (Chitturi et al., 2007). When they were confronted with a decision related to buying products with various features, both utilitarian and hedonic, purchase justification was necessary due to the lack of practical use for a hedonic product (Okada, 2005). If the product is pleasurable, and aimed mainly at providing diversion, consumers feel guilty for buying it (Okada, 2005; Park, 2006; Van der Heijden, 2004). Therefore, it is easier to justify the acquisition of a product when it is seen as utilitarian (Okada, 2005), or possesses more functional attributes, compared to if the preference is for products that provide benefits related to pleasure and diversion (Gill, 2008; Park, 2006).

Integrated products that are not easy to use, where the innovative integrations are seen as complex or unknown for the majority of users (Coupey, Irwin, & Payne, 1998), are not seen as innovative by consumers (Mukherjee & Hoyer, 2001). In contrast, if a product is seen as mobile, the user believes that the mobility will provide wider benefits. This mobility generates a reduction in the number of devices required, thereby granting the product an exaggerated necessity status, which in turn helps to justify purchase (Kim et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 1999).

In answer to the first research question – “What justifies purchase of the iPad?” – this study shows that the reasons are complex. The multi-functionality of the iPad engenders “multiple justifications.” For every new function integrated into the product (including its applications), more discussions arose surrounding the use of the device. The number of integrations in the product had a direct relation to the number of consumers, because for each individual desire there was a corresponding function or service in the iPad tablet.

Given that the great innovation of highly integrated products is that they please many different types of user, it is interesting to note that technologically integrated products tend to increase the number of consumers for the product, principally because of its hedonic features. This means that the same product can have both utilitarian and hedonic consumers, who purchase it for different reasons. Thus, the integrated product has greater market potential, with each integrated item fulfilling a different need for the various social groups analyzed. This finding extends earlier scholarly efforts, in that users demonstrated in their discussions an interest in possessing an iPad in order to “show off” to other consumers (social positioning), where the product therefore becomes an extension of themselves (Belk, 1988; Katz & Sugiyama, 2006). The users were excited about the fact that they could use the innovation in a variety of ways.

This active pursuit of new uses for this multi-functional product answers the second research question. User postings to the discussion board indicate that most consumers did place a high value on the hedonic uses of the iPad. These include the pleasurable aspects of the haptic and graphically rich interface, and the ability to play videos, music, and games. However, in the course of making these hedonic justifications, the potential iPad consumers were also actively searching for utilitarian reasons to purchase the product. They needed to prove to themselves that the new iPad would not just be a toy, but also a useful device. Other consumers focused their need on the technology involved because they had other requirements for purchasing the device. In general, the consumers were also looking for the identity of being part of a different group, or being the first group to have the device, so that the multiple attributes integrated into one device were perceived as giving opportunities to different categories of users, for different purposes, thereby increasing users’ connectivity.

Both utilitarian and hedonic consumers displayed a great desire for the product before its launch. In terms of use, as both brand loyalty and experience of previous products from the same company had given users feelings of pleasure, which were directly related to the social factor of being seen as being different from other people. Thus, the social factor can be seen as a fundamental aspect of their decision to purchase and use the product. Consumers need to display their newly acquired possession so that their peers know they own it, and to remain at the vanguard of their society. Therefore, the hedonic factor is a differential element of the product, since it elevates the perceived benefits of the product by engendering satisfaction and pleasure, thereby automatically increasing its perceived value for its users.

Finally, the existence of earlier products, specifically the iPhone, clearly had an impact on the potential iPad users. While the novel iPad is a highly sophisticated and technologically advanced product, a precedent had been set by the easy-to-use iPhone. Paradoxically, consumers viewed the iPad as having low complexity, and so were not fearful of purchasing it. This is consistent with findings by Mukherji and Hoyer (2001). Hence, loyal brand followers defended the iPad not merely because of its attributes, but also because of their previous experiences with the iPhone.
Apple consumers had already successfully created viable justifications for purchasing their iPhones. By and large, the posters were pleased with these purchases. Therefore, by identifying the similarities of the products (e.g., haptic interface, existing Apple iTunes and App Store distribution system, etc.) it was far easier for them to speculate on the functionality and probable usage, both hedonic and utilitarian, of the new iPad (Dastan & Gecti, 2014; Kim et al., 2014). Hence, their new justifications could readily be derived from their old ones. This finding also confirms those of earlier research (Belk & Tumbat, 2005; Coupey et al., 1998; Hoeffler, 2003; Klein & Jakopin, 2014) about product acceptance based on familiarity with existing product lines and bundled services.

Discussion and Conclusions

This article consists of a study of the consumer preference for, and usability of, Apple’s “tablet,” the iPad, during the period of its launch on the American market. The iPad possesses a large number of hardware integrations and software services, very similar to the iPhone. It was also designed to allow access to the internet, games, and the video-sharing website YouTube, as well as GPS functionality such as maps of cities featuring restaurants and important sites, plus email, stock exchange data, MP3 playback capabilities, and an e-reader, among others.

Since this product was the first tablet device on the market to feature integration and multi-functionality, it was especially attractive to its first users (innovators), since it was marked by differences in terms of not only technology, but also status for innovators, or early adopters (Rogers, 2003). However, while consumers wanted to buy the iPad at its launch, they experienced difficulties in terms of justifying their preferences for, and use of, the product. Brand-loyal customers showed an affective relationship to the new product (Alonso-Almeida et al., 2014). The brand provoked such a high level of devotion among consumers that they imagined that the features of the iPad were superior to similar features in other products, even before these were launched on the market.

These findings have a number of implications. From a practitioner viewpoint, the findings may be useful for companies responsible for the development of new technology products, which could use hedonic characteristics to determine factors in the creation of new technologies. Because of the ability of one product to pave the way for another, companies could create marketing plans for the development, implementation, and release of successive technology products. Each successive product could build on consumers’ previous positive experiences by incorporating similar features. However, companies should not forget that a high-tech product, in order to have a presence in the market, should also possess a high level of utilitarian integration, as this can serve as a justification for consumption.

From an academic perspective, this study helps shed light on the process of product justification by consumers of high-technology products. The results validate earlier research regarding hedonic and utilitarian motives in consumer buying decisions, while expanding the field of inquiry into a brand new product. The study also helps to illustrate the phenomenon of transferring justifications for a previous product (the iPhone) onto a new product with attributes that are perceived to be similar. Thus, this opens new avenues for research and exploration.

There are of course limitations to this study. First, it examines the adoption of just one product, the iPad, during its initial release. Further, the research questions were selected from online discussions that tended to present the factors for discussion and evaluation based on the results of keyword searches. Hence, this netnographic approach is far more passive than traditional ethnography. Nevertheless, this study suggests several directions for future research.

In a more in-depth study, researchers could potentially participate in these online discussions directly, and pose a series of pre-defined questions. Likewise, new studies using both quantitative and qualitative research could be carried out with other technology products, or even later versions of the iPad itself. These studies could evaluate the hedonic and social factors of different products, in order to elucidate, for both practitioners and academics, consumers’ new modes of product utilization. These findings could be of great value, as with the accelerated pace of technology and product development, consumers are becoming increasingly capable of discovering and adopting products that bring additional pleasure and enjoyment to their lives.
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